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Ergodic Properties of Several Interacting Poisson Particles* 
L. L. HELMS 
Department of Mathematics, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801 
Beginning with independent Markov processes, multiparameter Markov 
vector processes are constructed. Stopping time vectors are used to permit 
stopping of the components at different imes, and a strong Markov property is 
proved. Volkonskii's method of random change of time scale is generalized to 
permit simultaneous changes of time scale. These results are applied to 
determining the asymptotic distribution of several interacting Poisson particles 
in terms of the asymptotic distributions of the particles in the absence of any 
interaction and the speed functions producing the interaction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems of many particles undergoing interacting random motions in 
a common state space were discussed recently by Spitzer [6]. The basic 
idea is to start with a system of N particles which evolve independently 
of each other initially and use a system of speed functions, one for each 
particle, to modify their motions so as to produce a specified interaction. 
More specifically, Spitzer considers a finite state space E and an irre- 
ducible doubly stochastic kernel P(x, y) on E × E. In the absence of any 
interaction between the particles, the N particles move on trajectories of 
independent Markov processes with transition function exp t (P -  I). 
If x ~ y, the probability that a particle at x will jump to y in a time 
interval of length At is P(x, y )At  + z~(At), Letting 7 t and ~b denote 
strictly positive functions on E ~-1 and E N, respectively, and defining 
7/'~X = (X 1 ,..., X~__I, Xn+ 1 .... , XN) whenever x ~- (x a ,..., XN) e E u, Spitzer 
introduces a speed function %(x) corresponding to the n-th particle by 
putting 
cn(x) = ~(~,x)/Cb(x), x ~ E N, 1 ~ n ~ N. (1.1) 
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The speed functions are used to describe a system of N interacting par- 
ticles as follows. Suppose the position of the N particles at a given instant 
is x - -  (x~ ,..., Xs). Then the probability that the n-th particle will jump 
from x n toy  n in a time interval of length At is c~(x) P (x~ , y~) At  + ~(At).  
That this description actually specifies a Markov process with just this 
property can be verified by defining a kernel 
(c,,(x) P(xn , ~) if y = (x 1 ,..., Xn_l  , 7], Xn+ l ,..., XN) =/= X 
n = 1 . . . . .  N ,  
N 
(2(x, y) = _ Z Z cn(x) P (x .  , ",7) if y=x,  
n=l ~eE~{xn} 
0, otherwise, 
and constructing a Markov process {xt: t ~ 0) from the Markovian 
semigroup of operators Pt  ~- exp tO. Assuming that the function @ is 
normalized so that it can be interpreted as a probability measure on E N, 
Spitzer proved that 
[im P~[x t = y] = qb(y), y ~ E n, (I.2) 
where Px denotes the probability measure corresponding to the starting 
point x. The fact that the kernel P is doubly stochastic and irreducible 
plays an essential role in the proof. 
It was shown in [4] that the conditions on P could be removed provided 
T ~ 1 in (1.1) and the right side of (1.2) is changed to reflect the fact 
that the x t process may have more than one ergodic class and may have 
transient states. Th is  was accomplished by applying Volkonskii's 
method of random time substitution [7]. By employing simultaneous 
random time substitutions, we will exhibit the asymptotic distribution 
of N interacting particles for arbitrary speed functions of the form (1.1) 
in terms of the asymptotic distributions of the noninteracting particles 
and the function q~. 
2. MULTIPARAMETER MARKOV t)ROCESSES 
The state space of our particles will be a locally compact Hausdorff 
space E having a countable base, A distinguished point A is adjoined to E 
as an isolated point if E is compact or as the point at infinity if E is not 
compact. We will consider E~= E t3 {A} as the state space of the particles. 
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d°,~. will denote the a-algebra of Bore1 subsets of E~. The Banach space 
of real-valued continuous functions on E~ will be denoted by C(E,j), the 
norm being the usual supremum norm. 
Using the notation and terminology of [1], for each positive integer 
n ~ N let {D~, ~,  ~,  0t ~, ~t ~, P~'} be a normal right-continuous 
strong Markov process with state space E~, infinite lifetime, and 
~:oo ~ = A. We will assume that the process has been constructed so that 
for each co ~ g2 ~ and u ~ 0 there is an o~' ~ ~n such that ~tn(~ ') ~- ~^~(co) 
for all t ~> 0. We will also assume that each ~n process is a Feller 
process. Then each ~t ~ process determines a strongly continuous 
Markovian semigroup {Ptn: t >/0} of bounded linear operators on 
C(E~) by means of the equation 
P~nf(x) = E~'~[f(~n)] = f f(~t '~) dP~ '~, fE C(E=). 
The infinitesimal generator of the Pt ~ semigroup will be denoted by A n 
and its domain by ~(t/n). In view of the compactness of E~, the strong 
infinitesimal generator A,~ and the weak infinitesimal generator of the Pt '~ 
semigroup coincide (cf. [3, p. 143]). 
Consider now a system of N independent distinguishable particles 
with the behavior of the n-th particle described by the process {D '~, ff~, 
~ ,  0t n, ~,~, P~}. The state space for the system of N particles is the 
product sp~e X = 1-[~1 E~ endowed with the product opology. If we 
let D = 1--[~=1 D'~, then each ~t ~ can and will be regarded as a function 
on D so that if o~ = (~o.) ~- (~1, co2 ,..., oJ~) E D, then ~t~(o~) = ~tn(o~). 
The usual product a-algebra I-I~=1 ff~ of subsets of D containing all sets 
of the form Y[~=I F~, where F~ E Y~, will be denoted by ~-. Each ~t ~ 
is measurable r lative to ~-. If x = (x,~) ~ X, we can define a probability 
measure space (D, ~ ,  P~) as the usual product of the measure spaces 
(D '~, ~-~, P~,). Denoting expectations relative to P~ by E~[.], 
E~ ~t~, H " " (2.1) = E~.[f.(6.)] 
n=l 
whenever fx ,...,f~ are bounded Borel measurable functions on E~ and 
tl ,..., tg are nonnegative extended real numbers. 
Letting R + denote the set of nonnegative xtended real numbers, an 
N element of T----l-[n=1 R+ will be denoted by t = (t~). If ~ ~ R+, 
(a)  will denote the vector (a, a,..., a). Algebraic and lattice operations 
on two elements of T are performed componentwise in the usual way. 
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If  s ----- (s,~) and t = ( t~)  are elements of T, we write s < t, (s <~ t) if 
s~ < t~ (s,, ~< t,) for each n. We will now define a process indexed by 
elements of T on the probability measure space (£2, ~',  Px) by allowing 
the parameter of the ~t n process to depend upon n; that is, we consider 
the N processes {set~: t~ >~ 0}. For each t ----- (t~) ~ T and ~o ----- (Wn) ~ Q, 
we let ~t(~o) = (~(eo) )  = (~t~(w~)). Each ~t is a mapping from/2 to X 
and is measurable relative to o~. For each t ~ T, we will let 5tt 
a (~:  s,~ ~< t~, 1 ~< n < X), ~** =a(~:s~R +,1 <n ~<m), and 
o~t+ = (]~>t o~. Each ~t is dearly measurable relative to o~t. The shift 
operator 0t, t = (t,~)~ T, is defined for ~o = (oJ~)e £2 by 0t(o~)-~ 
(0~j%). It is easily seen that (t+h = ~t ° 0a for t, h ~ T. 
Consider now the system {(2, ~", ~ ,  0t, ~t, Pz}, where t ~ T and 
x ~ X. This system describes the behavior of a system of N independent 
particles, each having its own time parameter. I f  for each t E T and each 
bounded Borel measurable real-valued function f on X we define 
Ptf(x) E~[f(~:t)] f f( = = ~1 .... , ~tN) dPx, 1 N (2.2) 
then it follows from (2.1) and the fact that each ft~ process is Feller that 
Pt f  e C(X)  whenever f  = f l  . . . . .  f s ,  withf~(x) a real-valued continuous 
function of just the n-th component xn of x --~ (xn). It follows from 
(2.2) and the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that Pt f~ C(X)  whenever 
f ~ C(X). Clearly Pt is a bounded linear operator on C(X). We will now 
show that the collection of operators {Pt: t ff T} is an N-parameter 
semigroup of operators on C(X) or, more generally, that the ~:t process 
is a Markov process indexed by the parameter set T. 
LEMMA 1. For each t = (t,~) ~ T and each bounded ~, .  measurable 
real-valued function Y on £2, Ex[Y o 0t [ ~t] ---- Eet[Y] a.e. Px.  
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion for Y of the form I7.=1 
where each Y~ is a function of just the n-th component oJ n of ~o and is 
measurable relative to a(~:~ : s n /> 0) (cf. [1, p. 6]); in this case 
E~. l-[Y~oOt ----E~ 1-IY~oOt ~(~:s~<~t~, l<~n<~N . 
~=1 n=l 
Now let F 1 ,..., FN be Borel subsets of the reals and let 0 <~ s~ <~ t n , 
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1 ~ n ~< N. Using the independence of the components of the ~t 
process and (2.1) 
N N 
el le F1 . . . . .  eNsNeFN} n=l  n=l  
N 
Since the class of sets of the form {~]~ F  1,..., ~s~EF~}, s~ <~ tn, 
N generates ~ and Eet[I-L= 1 Y~] is ~t  measurable, 
Ez I] Y~ ° Ot = Eet Yn 
'9,=1 
a.e. P x . 
If % .... , r~ are extended real-valued nonnegative functions on f2, 
we say that x = (%)  is an ~tt(o~t+) stopping time vector if for each 
t = (tn) e T with real components, Nn=a {% "-~ t~} e o~t (o~t+). If • is an 
(~t+) stopping time vector, we define ~ (~+)  to be the a-subalgebra 
N of ~-oo containing all sets A e ~-oo such that A n (3~=1 {% ~< t~} e ~tt 
(_4 n {% < t~} E ~t)~ for all t = (t~) a T with real components 
and we define ~ by the equation ~:,(~o) = f,(~)(~o) = (~,(~)(~o)) = 
(~,(~)(c%)), ~o = (c%) ~ f2. The proof of the following theorem differs 
only insignificantly from that in [1]. 
LEMMA 2. I f  • is an ~t  (~tt+) stopping time vector, then • and ~ are 
~(~+)  measurable. 
Proof. We will prove the assertion concerning ~t+ stopping time 
vectors, the other case being similar. Let • = ~%) be an ~t+ stopping 
time vector. This is the case if and only if 0~=t {% < t,} ~ o~t for all 
t =- <t~)~ T with real components (cf. [1, p. 31]). To show that • is 
o~+ measurable, it suffices to show that each component rj of • is 4+ 
measurable. Let s 3. be a nonnegative real number and let t -- {t~) be an 
element in T with real components. If s~ <~ t j ,  then 
N N 
< ,,) n (3 < t,a -- (3 < t,,'}, 
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where t '  = (t~') is obtained from t = (t  n) by replacing tj by sj.  Since 
N t ~ N 
Nn=i < t.  } a t. c < s;} n N.=I < tn} If s i > t; ,  
N N - 
then {rs < sj} n 0,=1 {rn < tn} = 0,=1 {rn < tn} ~ ~t .  Since t is an 
arbitrary element of T with real components, {rj < sj} e 4+ for each 
real number sj and rj is 4+ measurable. We now show that ~, is ~,+ 
measurable ssentially using the proof in [1]. Note first of all that ~t(o~) ----- 
(~ , (w) )  is jointly right-continuous in t 1 ,..., tu for each a, e ~. This 
implies that for each t = (t ,~)e T with real components, the map ~bt 
N from I-]n=l [0, t,~) × /2 to X defined by ~t(s, w) = ~,(w) is measurable 
relative to ~t  × ~ where ~t  is the collection of Borel subsets of 
N N 
I-In=a [0, t,~) Now let ~'t t be the map from nn=l {rn < tn} to 
N 1-I,=1 [0, t,~) × D defined by 7st(o0) = (x(,,), a 0. Now 7s71 maps elements 
of ~t  × ~ into elements of o~ for if s = (Sn) ~ t and A e ~'~t, then 
- -1 N N T~ (l--[n=1 [0, s,~) × A) = (']n=x {r,~ < s,} n A e ~.  Suppose T is the 
restrlctmn of ~r • " ¢, to 0 =1 {r~ < t~}. Then h u = ~t o ~'¢t and ~-a(B) ~ o~t 
N for any Borel set B C X. Therefore, {~:~B} n (]n=~{z~ < t~} = 
F/-X(B) ~ ~t  for any Borel set B C X, and ~:, is ~+ measurable. 
We will henceforth adopt the convention that any real-valued function 
on E~ vanishes at A. In particular, i f f  is a real-valued function on X and 
some component of x = (x~) is equal to A, thenf (x)  = 0. 
LEMMA 3. I f  f is a bounded Borel measurable function on X,  
t = ( tn )ET  and x = (r~) is an ~+ stopping time vector, then 
ez[f(~,+t) ] ~+ ] = Ee,[f(~t)] a.e. P , .  
Proofh It suffices to prove the result for functions f of the form 
f = l--[,~=lfn, where each fn is a continuous function of just the n-th 
component x~ of x. I f  = = <an) is an element of T with real components, 
N we will let = • t = ~n=l e~ntn • Let A be an arbitrary element of ~+.  
Then 
co c~ N 
For each positive k let 
t ( i+1) /2  ~ if i/2 k <~t <( i+1) /2  k, i~>0 ~k(t) 
{q-oo  i f  t = +oo 
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and let qDk(x ) ----= (~%(r~)). Then  q)k(x) is an 4+ stopping t ime vector, 
~'n ~< CPe(~'n), and 50k(~-n) decreases to ~'n as k increases. Therefore, 
Is;sO ] = lim E.  "'" e -a't f,~(~o~(~-.)+t.) dt~ ..... dtx ; A k-*¢ 0 n=l  
= lim 
k-~ il . . . . .  iN 
E~ "'" e-a't H f.(e¢.(..)+~.) dtl . . . .  , d tN ,  
n=l  
~.=1 
. 
k->e i.l, iN n=l  
A n (~ {~ok(~',~) = i,d2~}] dtx ..... dtN. 
n=l  
F ix ing i I ,..., iN and lett ing tk ---= ( i~/2~),  
N N 
A n N {~o~(~.) --- i./2 k} = A c~ 0 {(i,~ -- 1)/2k ~< ~" < i"/2~} ~ ~t . .  
n=l  n=l 
It fo l lows f rom Lemma 1 and (2.1) that 
A ~ ~ ~(~°) = i./2~] d~i .. . . .  dtu 
l 
--= lim [ "" f e -"'t E~ Ee~(~, fn(e,~) ; A dt 1 ..... dtN 
= lim [ "" [ e-"" E~ E'~2~,..,[fn(~)l; A dt~ ..... dtN. 
k-~m Jo 
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Since E~,[f~(~)] is a continuous function of x n and limk_~oo ~k(,,' = ~ '  
the limit can be taken under the integral sign to obtain 
fO"" fO e-a'tE~[f(~'+t); A] dt I ,..., dt N 
: f5  "'" ~ e-"'tE~[Ee=[f(~t)]; A] dtl,...,dtN. 
It follows that Ex[f(~:,+t); A] = E~[Ee,[f(~t)]; A] for all A ~o~+ by 
the essential uniqueness of the Laplace transform and right-continuity 
of the components £t ~- 
If • is a stopping time vector, the random shift operator O, is defined 
for ~o = (co~) e ~2 by 0~(o~) = <O~(~)to,~). In as much as the proof of the 
following theorem is precisely the same as that of the corresponding 
theorem in [1], its proof will be omitted. 
THEOREM 4. / f *  is an ~t+ stopping time vector and Y is a bounded ~® 
measurable real-valued function on ~,  then Ex[Y  o 9, ] ~+]  = Eq[Y]  
a.e. Px- 
Recall that the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup associated 
with the ~t n process is A n with domain ~(A~) C C(Ez). The operator A s 
has a natural interpretation as an operator on C(X)  as follows. Suppose 
f ~ C(X)  has the property that f (x l  ,..., xn_~, ", x~+~ ,..., XN) is in the 
domain of A~ with x 1 ,..., xn_ 1 , x~+ 1 ,..., xN fixed. Then Anf  (x 1 ,..., x~_l , 
• , Xn+l ,..., XN)(X~) is defined and will be denoted by A~f(x  1 ,.,., x n .... , XN) 
or simply A~f ;  as a function of xn, with x 1 ,..., Xn_ 1 , x~+ 1,..., xN fixed, 
A~f  is a continuous function of xn. Consider now a function f~ ~ C(X)  
which is a function of just the n-th component x~ of x. Thenf~ can and 
will be regarded as a function on Ez.  Iffn e D(An)  in addition, then the 
function hn. a : ~fn --  An fn ,  ~ > 0, has the property that 
E E e-a*P n h " " E n e-a*hn,a( ~, n) dr. fn(xn) = ~ ma(Xn) dt : ~. (2.3) 
This well-known result from the theory of semigroups of operators is 
needed for the proof of the next theorem. 
N 
THEOREM 5. I f  f : I-In=l fn with each fn  a function of  just  the n-th 
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component xa of x, fn e ~(An)  , and ,r = <%> is an ~t+ stopping time vector 
with Ex[%] < + o~ for each n, then 
i<.>= ~ .. ~/o<<.> -~.i.<<,.>~,) 
n=l ~n=n 
- I N (f~ + Z E~ l]/,.(~:,) ""' 
~I,S~2=I m=l  
~l~e~t~2 m~ 1 
- A~,f~,(~,)  dr1) 
(fo °~- ~o~I~¢~'~<)f 
Proof. Consider the functions h~,a = ),fn --  Anfn , t > O. By (2.3), 
independence of the components of the Ct process, and (2.1), 
N co 
1-I . fo -~° ° f(x) = E~. e h.,~(~t.) dt~ 
~- E~ dt n 
o J 
1 = Z E~ e-a~"h..a(~'~.)dt., 
I 1 . . . . .  I N n=l  n J 
where I n is either [0, Tn) or [%,  ~) ,  n = 1 .... ,N .  In order to avoid 
cumbersome notation, we will only consider particular terms in the 
latter sum. The  other terms are handled in the same way. 
Case A. Suppose I  1 = [0, rl) and I j  = [ r j ,~) , j  =2  ..... N. Then  
N 
n~l  n A 
L L "0  n=2 rn  , 
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Since f0 ~ e -ah hi,,~(~11) dt I is measurable relative to o~,+, 
: E~ e-aqha.a(e~) dtl) Ex H e-a" e hn.a(~es,)o O, ds n [ ~+ 
~a=2 
I(s ] _ Ex "~ --,~t 1 1 dtl) e-a,x . . . . .  a,n 
I_ 0 = 
by Theorem 4. Using the fact that E~[~-~] < ~,  n = 1 ..... N,  
--At n "n lira E~ e h~.a(~t,) dt~ = E~ ]--I f~(~,) -- A~f~(~) dt I . 
h'*O ~ in  ~=2 
Case B. Suppose I 1 = [0,'rl), 12 = [0, r2), and In = [%,  oo), 
n = 3,..., N.  In  this case, I0 ~ e-a'~hj.a(~{;) dtj ,  j = 1, 2, are both measur-  
able relative to ~+ and as before 
E~[ [ I f  e-at"k.~(~.)dt.] 
kn=l  ],~ ' J 
(So ] - -  "~ *' e h2.a(~:t2 ) n~__sf,(~, ) . L 0 = 
Therefore,  
lim E~ e hn.a(~:t~) dtn 
and 
Case C. 
N 
Suppose Is  = [%,  oo), n = 1,..., N. In this case, 
e h..~(~.) at.  = E~ I-J_IL(,. ) . 
n~l  = 
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3. SIMULTANEOUS RANDOM TIME SUBSTITUTIONS 
We will consider now the effect of simultaneously changing the time 
scales of the components of the ~t process. This was first done for a 
single component process by Volkonskii [7]. 
Throughout this section we will consider a family ~(t) = (%(0), 
t >/0,  of ~t+ stopping time vectors having the following properties for 
n = 1,..., N: 
(i) ~-,~(s) ~<%(0 < +°°  for all 0 ~<s~<t < +o% 
(ii) ~-,~(t + h) = r,~(t) + ~-,(h) o 0,¢,) for all t, h >~ 0, (3.1) 
(iii) %(0 i s right continuous. 
We will always assume that %(0o) = +0% n = 1,..., N. We will also 
define an ~/t process by putting 7/t = (7/t~) = ~:~(0 = (~,¢t~)- If  ~0 is an 
~¢t)+ stopping time, we define ~(~o) by the equation 
By (3.1) (ii), %(~ + h) = r~(~v) -k %(h) o 0,(,~. The proof of the follow- 
ing lemma is a modification of one found in [7]. 
LEMMA 6. I f  qv is an ~(t)+ stopping time, then ':(9) is an ~t+ stopping 
time vector. 
N Proof. We must show that 0n=l {%(q))< tn} e ~tt for each t = 
(tn) ~ T. Letting Q denote the set of nonnegative rationals, by the right- 
continuity of each %(t), 
N N 
n {~"~(q$ < t,} = N {q~ < sup s} 
(~ < min ( sup s)} 
l gn~N Vn(S)<tn 
[{9~ < r} r~ {r < rain (. sup s)}] 
r~O l~n~N 7n(s)<gn 
N 
U [ko < ,') n N {-,-.(r) < 
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Since 99 is an F,(0+ stopping time, 
N 
{9 < r} ~ ~(r) and {9 < r} (~ 0 {~'n(r) < tn} ~ ~tt. 
n=l  
t~} ~ o~t for all t <t~,> E T. Therefore, (]n=l {r,~(~) < = 
LEMMA 7. The system {~2,~,~(0+,  ~t, P~} is a strong Markov 
process with right continuous paths. 
Proof. Let 9 be a ~(0+ stopping time. Then x(9) is an ~t+ stopping 
time vector. Le t f  be a bounded Borel measurable function on X. By (ii) 
of (3.1) and Theorem 4, 
e 1 N Ex[f(~+s) 1~(~)+] = x[f(¢~(~+~),-.., ¢,n(~+s)) I ~(,~)+] 
1 N 
-/L[f(~.~(~)+.~.)oe.,~, .... , 
E i N = ~.~(.)) o l ~(o)+] ,[f((~(s) ,..-, 0,(~)
= E , , ,~ , [ f (~, ) ]  
= E.o[y(~,)] 
a.e. Px. 
4. SPEED FUNCTIONS 
We will consider now a system of simultaneous random time sub- 
stitutions induced by a system of speed functions. This will require that 
we impose the conditions that the processes {~tn: t >~ 0}, n = 1,..., N 
are step processes and that the associated infinitesimal generators A,~ are 
bounded operators on C(E~). The first condition means that the sample 
functions of the processes are step functions with the set of points of 
discontinuity having no accumulation points. 
Starting with a process {xl: t >/0} with associated infinitesimal 
generator A and a strictly positive function q~, Volkonskii [7] constructed 
a process {Yt: t /> 0} with associated infinitesimal generator ~A by 
means of a random time substitution r(t) defined by the equation 
f: 
(o 1 
• (x~----~ as = t (4.1) 
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and putting Yt  = x, (o • This method of defining the random time sub- 
stitution r ( t )  can not be used when dealing with a system of processes. 
However, if (4.1) is recast as the initial value problem 
l ÷(t) = ~(x~.)) t >/o • (o) 0, 
then there is a natural extension of the initial value problem applicable 
to systems of time substitutions. 
Let c 1 ,..., cN be strictly positive continuous functions on X, let m, 
M be positive constants uch that 
O<m~cn~M n=l  ..... N. 
and let a = (an) e T. Consider the initial value problem 
C 1 N +n(t )  = n(~rl(t )  , . . .  , t ~,~.)) > O, 
%(0)  = an ,  n = 1,..., N .  
(4.2) 
The first equation of (4.2) is only required to hold for all t except 
possibly for a finite set of points, possibly depending upon o~, in each 
finite interval. We will show that this system of equations has a unique 
solution for each a)~ tg, that each -c(t) = (%(t))  is a stopping time 
vector, and that the %(0 satisfy the conditions of (3.1). 
For each positive integer j ~ 1, we define functions %z  on [0, c~) 
as follows. Consider the dyadic rationals k2-J, k = 0, 1, 2 ..... We put 
~..5(0) = a . ,  
and forO <t  ~2 -J" 
Having defined %,j(2-J),..., aN,j(2 -j) in this way, we define 
1 %a(t) = ~..j(2 -j) + c.(~:=,,¢2-,) ..... ~uN#2-,))(t -- 2 -j) 
for 2 -j < t ~ 2 • 2-L More generally, assuming that the %,j are defined 
for 0 ~ t ~ k '2  -j, we now define ~n.~ on k2 -~ < t ~ (k-{- 1) 2 -j 
by putting 
%a(t) = ~,a(k2 -j) + c,(~11,~(k~ -j) . . . . .  ~NN, j (k2 - J ) ) ( t  - -  k2 - - J ) .  
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If  we put 
1 ~ N . 
~'a N j(?c2-')) B~. j ( t )  = c . (~, . ( ,~-  ) . . . . .  , 
for k2-J < t ~< (k + 1) 2 -j, k = 0, 1, 2,..., then 
f0 ~ 
~., j ( t )  ---- a .  + fi~,s(s) ds. (4.3) 
Each %,j is continuous and strictly increasing on [0, Go), a~,j(0) -= a~, 
and 
m ~< c~.,j(t) -- c~.,~-(s) ~< M (4.4) 
t - - s  
whenever 0 ~ s < t < oo. We now choose a subsequence J i  of the 
integers uch that limi_~ ~. i , ( t )  is defined for all rational t. Using (4.4), 
it is easy to show that 
~-.(t) = lim ~n,ji(t) 
is defined for all t and is strictly increasing on [0, oo). Moreover, 
C 1 N lim fl.,h(t) = .(¢.~(,) .... , ~:*N(*)) 
except possibly for a finite number of t in any compact interval, possibly 
depending upon ~o ~ D. It follows from (4,3) that 
f ]c 1 N . . ( t )  = a. + , (~(~)  ,..., ~N.)) d~ 
for each t >~ 0 and n = 1 .... , N. The system x(t) = ( z~( t ) )  therefore 
solves the initial value problem (4.2). We now prove the uniqueness of 
the solution. 
Suppose ~(t) = (as(t)) is a second such solution of (4.2). It suffices 
to show that ~(t) = ~(t) on each finite interval [0, a]. Choose b such that 
%(t) ~ b and %(t) ~< b for t ~ [0, a]. Now each of the N paths ~tn(~o) 
can have at most finitely many points of discontinuity in [0, b]. Suppose 
the points of discontinuity of ~:t~(o~) in [0, b] greater than an,  n = 
1 .... , N ,  are pooled and labeled so that 0 < s 1 < s 2 < .-- < % < b. 
Now let u 1 and v 1 be the largest values of t such that %(t) <~ s 1 and 
an(t  ) <~ s 1 for all n, respectively. Since ~.~(oJ) is a step function, for 
t < u I ^ v l ,  ~:~,(t) = se~, = ~n,~(~) and therefore ÷n(t) = c~(~ 1 ,..., ~a~) = 
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O.(t) for t < R 1 h V 1 . It follows that %(t) = a,~(t) = a.  -}- c~(~:~at ,..., ~a~)t 
for t ~< u~ ^  v~. It is easily seen that ul = vx. Now let u~ and va be the 
largest values of t such that %(t) ~< sa and ..(t) ~< s~ for all n, respec- 
tively. Then  u~ < u~ ^  v~ and for u~ ~ t < u~ ^  v~, ~,(t) = ~:,,(u~) --  
~2,(t)- Therefore, 
C 1 N +.(t) = - (~,1~)  . . . . .  ~,~c~.))  = ~. ( t )  
for u~ ~ t < u~ A %.  Therefore, %(t) = %(0  for u I ~ t < ua A V~ 
since they agree at u I . As before, uz = v z . Proceeding in this way 
until all si are exhausted, we get %(0 = e,(t) for all t ~ [0, a]; that is, 
the solution of (4.2) is unique. 
Unless otherwise specified, it will be assumed that the a~of  the initial 
value problem (4.2) are all zero. 
N 
LEMMA 8. I f  t >/ 0, U = (Un) e T, o~ e 0n=l {%(t) ~< un}, ~ e ~, 
N and ~(w) = ~(~) for all s < u, then t~ e Nn=~ {%(t) ~ un}. 
N Proof. Since %(0) = 0 for all n and 0n=x {%(0) ~ un} = ~Q, we can 
assume that t > 0. Let s~ and ~ be the times of the first discontinuity of 
~:,(,)(~)(w) and ~:,(~)(~)(~) on [0, t], respectively. Then 
, , (~)(~) = ~,(~o~(O~) ..... ~o~(O~)),. s ~< ~1 
*,( , ) (~) = ~,(~0~(~),..., ~0~(~)) ~, ' ~< 6-  
Since ~o(W) = ~o(G), T,~(S)(~O) = %(S)(~) for 
sl < ~z. We would then have 
l ira ~(s)(~)(oJ) :A ~,%)(~)(~o), 
l ira ~:,(,)(~)(&) = ~:,%)(~)(6 0. 
s~ s 1 
s ~s  1^.~1. Suppose 
But since ~(st)(~o ) = ~(sl)(~ ) ~ u, ~:~(s)(~)(~o) = ~(~)(~)(~) for s ~ s 1 , 
a contradiction. This shows that sl <~ sl .  Similarly, sz ~ s l ,  and the 
two are equal. By letting s~ and s2 be the times of the second discon- 
tinuities of ~,(~)(~)(,o) and ~,(~)(~)(~) on [0, t], respectively, and 
repeating the above argument, etc., we can show that ~(s)(~o) and ~(s)(~) 
N 
agree on [0, t]. In particular, ~ G D~=I {%(0 ~ u~}. 
The first part of the proof of the following lemma is standard (cf. [2]) 
and is included for the sake of completeness. 
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THEOREM 9. I f  "c(t) is the unique solution of (4.2) satisfying v(0) ~-- 0 ,  
then each ~:( t) is an ~tt stopping time vector and ~( t + h) = ~( t) + .c( h ) o O,(t) 
for t ,  h >~0. 
Proof. To prove that *(t) is a stopping time vector we must show that 
N 
A = N {~,(t) ~< u,} ~ ~.  
n=l 
for u = (u,~) e T having real components. It is known (cf. [1]) that there 
is a sequence ti in T and a real-valued measurable function F such that 
IA = F(~tx, ~:t 2 . . . .  ), 
where I n is the indicator function of the set A. Suppose w, ~ E g2 and 
~,(co) = ~,(~) for all s ~ u. Then 
F(~tl(m),  ~t~(m),...) : F(~tl(¢~), ~h(~), . . . )  
by Lemma 8. Now choose 5 such that ~(~) : ~^.(oJ) for all s E T. Then 
Y(~ta(co ), ~t,(co), -..) = F(~ta^u(CZ~), ~t,^u(t-o),-..) 
N for all o~ ~ g2. This shows that A = ~n=l {~'~(t) ~ u,~} ~ ~ for any u ~ T. 
We now show tha t ~-.(t + h) = ~.(t) + ~(h)  o 0~(t) for each n whenever 
t, h >~ 0. To do this, we will fix t and let h vary. Also fix oJ ~ D and let 
----- O.(t)w = 0.(t)(~)(o~ ). I f  we let ~.(h)(w) = T,(t + h)(oJ), then the 
an(')(o~) satisfy the initial value problem 
~,(h)(~) ~ = c,(~o~(h)(~)(~),..., h 0 ~(~)(~)(~o)), >t 
~.(0)(~o) = ~,(t)(~). (4.5) 
Letting iz.(h) = ~-,(t)(w) + -r.(h)(~,), 
~,(h) = (a/ah)[~,(h)(a,)] 
1 ~ N ~ ~,(~.~(~)(~)(~,),..., = ~(~)(~)(o~) 
1 N - c . (~1(~) (~) (0 , . )o~)  ..... 
C 1 = .(~.~(~)(~)(~),..., ~ %(~)(~)(~)). 
Since /~n(O) = ~(t)(w), the functions /~(h) also satisfy (4.5). In view 
of the uniqueness of the solution of (4.2), t~n(h) = %(h), h ~ O, or 
what is the same, ~(t  + h)(w) = "rn(t)(o~ ) + ,,(h)(O,(oo ).
6o7/I2/I-4 
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Under the conditions imposed upon the speed functions cn, the 
solution -c(t) = (%(t)) of (4.2) satisfies the conditions of the preceding 
section for using the ,~(t) as simultaneous time substitutions. Letting 
~?t = ~,(0, the process {D,o~,~( t )+,~t ,P~} is a strong Markov 
process with right-continuous paths, in fact, a step process. It need not 
be true, in general, that the ~?t process inherits the Feller property of the 
~t process. This point has been discussed by Lamperti [5] for single 
component processes. We will bypass this problem as did Volkonskii [7]. 
THEOREM 10. I f  the process {£2, o ~', ~(t)+ , ~?t , P~} is a Feller process, 
then the infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup of operators {Pt: t >~ 0} 
defined for f e C(X) by Ptf(x) = E~:[/(~/t)] isgiven by 
N 
Af = ~ c,A,fi f e C(X). (4.6) 
n=l 
Proof. Since the A~ are bounded operators on C(X), it suffices to 
prove the result for f ~ C(X) of the form f N = I-[ ,=lf~, where each f ,  is 
a continuous function of just the n-th component x,  of x, and A replaced 
by Aw, the weak infinitesimal generator of the ~t process (cf. [3, p. 143]). 
Consider any x = (x~)a  X. Let ax be the first time the ~t process 
leaves the point x, and let e~,j = e~ A j-1. It is known that P~[a~ > t] = 
e -"t for each t >/0  and some 0 ~< a <~ + o% depending possibly upon x. 
The constant a cannot be + oo for this would imply that % = 0 a.e. P~ 
in contradiction to the fact that the ~/t process is a step process. On the 
other hand, if a ~ 0, then ~x = + oo a.e. Px,  and this would mean that 
the trajectories of the ~?t process, and therefore the ~t process, never 
leave the point x; for the ~t process this would imply that Af(x) = 0 
while for the components of the ~t process this would imply that 
A~f(x) = 0 (cf. [3, p. 137]), thereby establishing the validity of (4.6) 
at x. We can therefore assume that 0 < a < + oo and, in particular, 
that 0 < Ex[%,j] < or. It is also known that 
Awf(x ) -~ lim (E~[f(~?~,)] -- f(x))/E~[crx,~] 
provided the right side is continuous at x (cf. [3, p. 143]). Since %,j 
is an o~(0+ stopping time, x(ax,j) is an ~t+ stopping time vector by 
Lemma 6. By definition, r/.w, ~ = s~.{...j) and 
A~f(x) = 1.ira (E~[f(~,(~,))] -- f(x))/E~[e~,j I. 
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By Theorem 5 and the fact that %(%,j) ~ Maxd ~ Mj .1, 
E~[f(¢.(o~,,))] -- f(x) IN ] E x l~A(~(o~,p) - - f (x )  
I- N jn (az  j) 
E m ' I1 J, 
: ~(1) + )2 Lm=l,m4:n o 
A. f . (  ~,") dt] 
n=l  
(4.7) 
For fixed co E .('2, consider the integral 
J'["(°°'~)(~) n.A(¢~"(~)) at. 
Suppose 0 < t < Tn(%5)(co ). There is then an s < %d(co) such that 
%(s) = t. Since %n(co) : ~n /co~ • .(s)~ J = seth(co) and ~/s(co) = x, 
~,~(%, j) (o,) 
f nnA(s~tn(co)) dt = A.f~(x.) T.(a~,~)(oJ). 
~0 
We will now show that the first factor of the general term in the sum in 
N 
(4.7) has limit A~f~(x~) 1-[m=a,m~ fm(xm) as j  -+ ~.  Now 
N 
-m~n 
N 
&A(x.) lq fm(xm) 
m=l  
m:/-n 
~<~ 
K2 
IN I ] 
m~l  7rt~l 
m~n m~n 
E~D,.j] 
where K 1 and K2 ' are constants depending only upon the f~,  m, and M. 
Using the fact that Px[~x > t] = e -at, the last quotient is easily seen 
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to be aj -1 and goes to zero as j -+ oo. Consider the second factor of the 
general term of the sum in (4.7): 
For 0 <~ t < axZ, x = ~/t a.e. P~ and Cn(~/t) = Cn(X). The last quotient 
is therefore qual to c,(x). This proves that 
N N 
A wf(x) -~ ~ cn(x) A~f,~(x,~) 1-i f~(x,~) 
n=l  m~l 
m,#n 
N 
= y c.(x) A.f(x) 
*Z=I 
since the sum on the right is continuous. 
5. ERGODIC PROPERTIES 
In addition to all the assumptions made heretofore, we will now assume 
that the state space X is finite and endowed with the discrete topology. 
One consequence of this assumption is that any Markov process discussed 
herein is automatically a Feller process, thereby ensuring the applica- 
bility of Theorem 10. Given bounded operators A n on C(E~) and speed 
functions cn , we can obtain an ~7 ~ process with generator A -~ ~nu=l cnA n 
from the ~t process by means of the random time change x(t). In this 
section, we will relate the asymptotic distribution limt~o~ P,[~t = Y] to 
the asymptotic distributions of the components of the ~t process and 
the speed functions c,~. 
Since the spaces E~ and X are finite, the operators A n and A are really 
matrix operators, and we will employ the usual notation of kernels by 
letting Anfn(xn) = Zv,  fn( Y~) A~(xn ,Y~) for each real-valued function 
fn on Ea and Af(x) ~ ~v~xf(Y)  A(x, y) for each real-valued function f 
on X where An(x n,y~) and A(x,y) are defined as An(x n,y~) = 
AnI(v.)(Xn ) and A(x, y) ~ AI{u}(x ), respectively. 
For the time being, consider just one of the set n processes and the 
associated Markovian semigroup of kernels Pt% For each xn, Yn E E~ , 
either Ptn(xn, Yn) ~--- 0 for all t or Ptn(Xn, Yn) > 0 for all t > 0; in the 
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latter case, y,~ is said to be accessible from x,~, and the relation of accessi- 
bility gives a decomposition of the state space Ea into a class F n of 
transient states and ergodic classes E1%..., E~,. I f  y,~ ~= x~ and y,~ is 
not accessible from x,~, then Pt(xn,  Yn) = 0 for all t > 0 and 
A~(x~,  Yn) = 0; in other words, if y,~ # xn and A,~(x~, y,~) ~ O, then 
y,~ is accessible from x~. For each x,~ ~ Ea and ergodic class Ej% we will 
put 
n "E ~" lim P~, [~t n ~ E:'~]. 
I f  x~ ~ Es'~ , then p~,(E~ ) = 1 since the ~t n process can never leave Ej ~ 
if it starts from a point of Ej n a.e. P~.  With each ergodic class Ej n there 
is associated a probability measure/~.~ having (proper) support E;. ~ such 
that 
t0ff: if y~ eF  ~ 
lim P:.[~," = y.] = (Y"2 if x. e Ej" 
t-,~o [p~.(Ej ) t~"(y,) if x.  ~F", y,~ ~ E/~. 
We will assume that the measures ff1%...,/%n and the pn(Esn ) are known; 
that is, the asymptotic distribution limt_,~ P~.[~:~ = y,~] of the ~:t ~ 
process is completely known. We will identify the asymptotic distribution 
of the ~/t process in terms of the measures ffl '~ .... ,/Xk~ and the p~,,(E/O , 
n = 1 , . . . ,  N .  
LEMMA 11. I f  x ~ X and E~ is an ergodic class for the ~t ~ process, 
n : 1,..., N,  then 
Pge ,  x ... x E;Y,,,  s+t ¢ e,'. x ... x EF,,for s, t >1 o] = o 
Proof. Let Q = {t = ( tn )~T:  t ,~Q},  the above probability is 
less than or equal to 
N 1 
s,t~O 
s,teO yeE~IX.--xE~ N 
Since Px[~ Y, ~t+s z] N . ~ ,~ __ = -= = 1-In=l Px,,[~s,, = Y~,  ~s,,+t,, - -  zn] and at 
least one of the factors is zero whenever y e E~ × .,, × E~r N and 
z ¢ E~I × ..- × E~ru, the above sums are also zero. 
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LEMMA 12. 
and 
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For each x -~ {x,~) e X, 
N N 
p ~ E n 1 . . ,  n 
e=l  n=l  
N 
lira P~[~Tt ~ E1 " ENN] I-I ~ p .(E~.). 
t~co  *1 X "" X = 
n=l  
Proof. Lett ing 
z = (~:  #s(~) ~ E~', x -.. x E~N, ~,+,(,o) ~ E~ 1, x .-. x e~ for som~ s, t >~ 0}, 
P~[Z] = o. 
For~o~Z,s  />0,  andt  >/s ,  
~s(~) ~ E~ x ... x e~ ~ ~t(~)~ E, 1 x .-. x e~.  
Since <mt> ~ ~(t) ~ <Mt>, for w ~ Z, 
~<,~,>(~)  4~ x --- x e 5 ~ e I . . .  
~:<Mo(co) e E~, X "'" X E~ n • 
Since P~[Z] = O, 
N 
~< P~[~:,(,) e Ei~ X "'" X E~] 
p~[~<,~,> ~ g,~ × ... × E~]  
N 
rt=l  
Since P~[~?, e E~, × "'" > E~N ] = P~[~:,(O e el"h × "'" X E~n], we get the 
result by letting t -+ oo. 
LEMMA 13. I f  x, y e E 1 X "'" X E~ then Px[Th = y] > 0 for  all: 
t>O.  
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p oo/. I f  x = y, then Px[~h = y] > 0 for all t > 0 since 
lira P~[~ = y] = 1. 
t~0 + 
Suppose y # x and differs from x = (xn) in just one component, say 
the p- th  component. Regarding A~o as a kernel on E~ × E~, there is a 
constant K > 0 such that Bp = I + K - lAp  ~ O, where I is the identity, 
kernel on E~ × E~. Note that B J />  0 for all r ~ l. Then 
and 
pt  ~ = etAp ~_ e--KteKt(I+K-1Ap) ~ ~--K~sKtBp 
P~ = e -K~ ~ ~.  - ~. 
Since x~ , y~ ~ E~, , 
co 
Px~[~t ~ = y~] = Pt~(x~ , y~) = e -Kt y' ~(Kt)* B~*(x~ 
~=0 
,y~) > 0 
for all t > 0 and there is an integer q /> 1 such that Bpq(xp,  y~) > O. 
Since 
Bgq(x~ ' y~) ~-- E B~(x~ , o~1) Bp(a l ,  %)""  B~(%_l , y~) > O, 
~1,....oCq_l~/i 
there are a 1 , o~ 2,..., %-1 ~ E~ such that 
B~(x~ , ~)  B~(~ , ~2) "" B~(%-1, Y~) > O. 
I f  any two successive lements in the chain xp,  o~ 1 , % ,..., y~ are equal, 
then the corresponding factor in the product on the left can be deleted. 
We might as well assume that no two successive lements are equal. 
Since B~(~, fi) = K-1A~o(~, fi) whenever a, fi ~ E~, a ¢ fi, 
--. A,(%_1, > 0. 
Since % is strictly positive on X,  
£~(g) A~(xg,  ~1) £~($~(°~1),¥) A~(~I , °~2) "'" £~($~(~q-1) ,X' A~(~q-1, Y~) ) 0, (5,1) 
where sp(oOx = sp(oO(x 1 ,..., Xu) = (xl .... , x~-i  , % x~+l ,..., XN). Now 
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consider the kernel A on X × X and the semigroup Pt : eta. Choose 
C > 0 such that I q- C-1A >~ O. Then 
and 
P* -~ etA ~-- e-C*eCt(1+c-~a) -- e-C* i (Ct)~ (I -q- C-1A) ~ 
f=O 
P~[v~ ~ Y] = e-Ct i (Ct)* (1 + C-~A) ~ (x, y) 
¢'=0 
with each term of the series nonnegative. By (5.1), 
(I + C-1A) q (x, y) 
/> c-~A(x, s~(~)x) n(s~(@x, s~(@x) ... a(~(~_~)x, y) 
= C-%(x) A~(x~, @ ~4~(@~) A~(o~, ~) ... c4s~(~o_l)x) A~(~_~,y~) > 0. 
I t  follows that Px[~t ---- Y] > 0 for all t > 0 whenever y differs from x 
in exactly one component. Clearly, P~[~Tt-----Y] > 0 for all t > 0 
whenever x, y ~ E. 1 , X""  xE~N.  
LEMMA 14. F = X ,~ Oq ..... i~ E~I X "'" × E~ N is the class of tran- 
sient states for the ~7 tprocess. 
Proof. Consider any x eF .  By Lemma 12, limt..o~ Pz[~t E ,~F] = 1. 
This  means that there is a y ~ E1 X "" × E~N for some i 1 ,..., iN such 
that limt~o~ P~[~t = Y] > 0; in particular, Pt(x, y) = P~[~Tt = Y] > 0 
for all t > 0. On the other hand, Pt( Y, x) = Print -~ x] ---- 0 for all 
t > 0 because the ~7, process must remain in E1 X "" X E~ with Pv 
measure 1 according to Lemma 12. This  shows that any x eF  is a 
transient state for the ~Tt process. Now assume that x ~ ,~F  is a transient 
state for the ~, process. Then x ~ E1 × .-- x E~N for some choice of il,..., iv 
and there is ay  such that Px[~t ----- Y] > 0 for all t > 0 but Py[~t = x] = 0 
for all t > 0. Since x ~ E~, × ..- × E~r, the ~t process must  remain in 
E~a × ... x E~v with P~ measure 1 and therefore y ~ E~I X "" x E~r N . 
But by Lemma 13, Pu[~Tt----.x] > 0 for all t > 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore, no x 6 ~-~F can be a transient state for the ~t process. 
The two preceding results identify the ergodic classes of the ~t process 
in terms of the ergodic classes of the ~t n processes. Recalling that 
1rnx = (x 1 ,..., xn_l ,  x~+ 1,..., x~) whenever x = <x~), we can now state 
the principal result. 
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N--1 
THEOREM 15. I f  ~ and ~ are positive functions on I-IN=I /~zl and X,  
respectively, and c~(x) = Tn(zr~x)/¢(x), n = 1,..., N, then 
lim P~[~Tt = Y] ---- 
t~co 
0 i f  y ~F 
N 
n=l 
if x e E,~ × "'" × EiUn 
N N 
• n=l  n=l  
y~E 1 × ... × E~ N 
where 7i~ ..... in is a normalizing constant, 1 <~ i i ~ kj , j = 1 , . ,  N. 
Proof. Consider a fixed ergodic class E'lh × "" × E~,n of the ~/I 
process. Since the measure 
N 
~(Y)=~(Y) [ I~ ,~(Y~)  
has (proper) support E .1 × ... × E .N 41 *N' we need only show that tz is an 
invariant measure for the 7/t process; that is, that 
~A(x) = ~ ~(y) A(y, x) = 0 
y~X 
for each x ~ X. To  do this, le t fbe  any function on X. By (4.6) 
and 
N 
Af(y)  = ~ c,~(y) A J (y )  
n=l 
I~(Y) Af(y)  = 
yeX 
N 
~ tz(y) cn(y) A J (y )  
yeX n=l  
N 
= ~ Z tz(Y) cn(y) A~f(y)  
n=l  yeX 
= 2 2 ¢(Y) H ~,~(Ym) (Tn(zr,~Y)/O(Y))Anf(y) 
n~l  yeX \ m=i  
N N 
= 2 2 kg,~(~,~y) H t~,~(y~)A,,f(y). 
n=l yeX m=l  
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Since W~(Tr~ y) does not depend upon y~,  
N N 
~(y) Af(y) = ~, ~, VJ'~(zrnY) 1-[ ~"~(Y~) ~ ~(Y , )  A J (y ) .  
vaX "n=l 7/1 , . . . , yn_ l ,~ 'n+l , , ,  ",YN q~=l  ~¢~ 
Now 
t~,~(y~) A,~f(y) = ~ tz,~(y,,) ~f (y~ ..... y,~_,, z,~, y,+~ .... , YN) A,~(y,~, z,~) 
= ~f (Y l  ,-.., Y~-~, z~, y~+, ..., YN) ~ tz,~(y,~) A,~(y,, zn). 
Since p~ is an invariant measure for the ~t ~ process, 
Iz~A,~(z,~) = ~ tz~(y,~) An(yn , zn) = O. 
gn 
Therefore, 
~(y) Af(y) = 0 
y~X 
for any real-valued funct ion f  on X. Tak ingf to  be the indicator function 
of {x}, 
A(y, x) = o; 
v~X 
that is , / ,  is an invariant measure for the ~Tf process. Since any invariant 
measure of the ~t process is a convex linear combination of the ergodic 
measures associated with the ergodic classes of the ~t process and/ ,  has 
(proper) support E 1 x --" × E~N /, is proportional to the ergodic 
measure associated with El*l × "'" × E'~'*N' choosing yq ..... iN SO that 
7i~ ..... iNt* is a probabil ity measure, we must have 
lira e,[~t = Y] = y,1 ..... ,#*(Y) 
whenever x ,y  e E .1 × .-- × Eg The  remainder of the theorem follows '~1 SN " 
f rom Lemma 12. 
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